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ProSpinFashionST V2 

 

 

The Fashion market is constantly changing. Shortening product development cycles is essential to stay 

competitive, and optimization of the prototyping phase is key. 

ProSpinFashionST V2 is the perfect system for cutting prototypes and samples quickly and accurately for 

“fast fashion” companies. 

The ProSpinFashionST V2 is particularly adapted to prototyping as well as small production runs.  

A single-ply cutter using a high frequency vibrating blade, with a powerful vacuum system and fixed table 

available in multiple lengths, it adapts perfectly to different work environments.  

Associated with ProSpinFashion pilot software, it ensures a cutting quality that meets your demands 

regardless of the fabric type or the shape of the pieces to be cut. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODULAR 

Its modular length gives the ProSpinFashionST V2 great 

flexibility, allowing several lengths of fabric to be cut one 

after the other, thereby offering non-stop production. 

 

MULTI-PURPOSE 

The three available tools – vibrating blade, drill and pen – 

make the ProSpinFashionST V2 a versatile cutter 

suitable for a multitude of applications. 

 

PRODUCTIVE & ACCURATE 

It  cuts a wide variety of materials used in the apparel 

industry rapidly and accurately, as well as plotting and 

cutting cardboard pattern templates. 

Its highly-efficienct vacuum system enables cutting a 

single ply of fabric at high speed, or small spreads of 

several plies. Productivity is thus improved compared to 

exclusively single ply systems. 

 

EASY TO USE 

Very easy-to-use, the embedded automatic marker-

making software Protocut optimizes fabric usage: a must 

when exclusive fabrics are only available in limited 

quantities. 

SOFTWARE PROSPINFASHION PILOT 

Particularly easy-to-use, it allows non-

cutting specialists to obtain accurate cut 

pieces without in-depth training. 

ProtoCut is a simplified input module especially dedicated to pattern designers requirements. 

Associated with ProspinPilot that manages ProSpin cutters, this module allows cutting a marker directly 

from the input of a model or a variant. 

Two versions of ProtoCut version 1.8 are available : one version without the marker software and the other 

version associated with the Diamino® marker software. 

This software is available on a PC station working with Windows XP (service pack 3) and Windows 7 32b 

operating systems. 

®: ProSpin is a registered trademark of Lectra. 

Photo(s) for illustration purposes only. 
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 ProSpinFashionST V2-72 

Effective cutting window width  72’’ – 1.82 m 

Effective cutting window length 
9 to 55.5 ft 

(2.7 to 16.9 m) 

Operational cutting height Maxi. 4 mm 

Overall Length  
10 to 59 ft + 2.8 ft 

(3 to 18 m) + 0.86 m 

Overall Width  102" (2.6 m) 

Ambient temperature From 10 °C to 43 °C 

Humidity < 95 % 

Installed electrical power  From 5.5 to 11 kW 

 

Visual monitoring and real-time tracking of cutting processes standard 

Cutting path optimization system standard 

EIA RS 274D and ISO 6983 data compatibility standard 

Multiple work areas standard 

Automatic marker-making for pieces in a single model standard 

Integrates the notion of material files that can be selected by model in line 

with the fabric, size or variant being used 
standard 

Incorporates useful plotting and cutting functions for cardboard templates standard 

Static table with easily replaceable felt bed cutting underlay and roll bracket 

at rear 
standard 

High efficiency “silent design” vacuum system standard 

Cutting head fitted with a vibrating blade, drill (diameter from 1.5 mm to 

11 mm), pen and laser spot 
standard 

MOSAIC vision system for motif matching, additional plastic film support at 

front, fabric roll holder 
options 

EQUIPMENT 

 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

LECTRA EXPERTISE:  

Support from Lectra’s experts helps you to improve your cutting room’s long-term performance. 

 


